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by Chair, John Kearns

Election
This year’s federal election has brought the
topic of short-term rentals into the limelight, and it became a main election topic
for party candidates. This was all thanks
to the grassroots support from members,
a collaborative approach from provincial
and national associations such as the Hotel
Association of Canada, and persistence to
make a change in our industry. Thank you to
all who participated and met with local MPs,
shared their stories, engaged online, and
wrote letters. This is a big step towards a more
collective effort to stand up for the hospitality
and lodging industry, and will be a blueprint for
future engagements.

What’s Next for Hotels in 2020?
As we close 2019 and enter a new decade,
what can we expect from hotels in BC?
Whether it’s moving completely to digital, the
impact of ridesharing coming to our province,
co-living and working spaces, or robotic
assistance, we aren’t asked to innovate, we
need to innovate. Guest expectations have
greatly increased as technology services
and software continue to take the world by
storm—and while warm welcoming hospitality
will always be needed, it can be supplemented
by some of these innovations.
We’ve long moved away from calling to
book a hotel, and have migrated entirely
online. While the front desk is still a staple in
accommodation, technology has allowed for
a more seamless transition, moving to online

BCHA
Buyers’ Guide
Highlight your business in the
BC Hotel Association’s 2020
Annual Buyers’ Guide.

Call 1-800-667-0955 or email
joyce@emcmarketing.com
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reservations—and more recently, remote
check-in options. Internationally, hotels are
implementing technology that allows guests to
check in via tablet, giving them all the details
they need for their stay at their fingertips.
It won’t be long before we start to see this
adopted locally.
Guests are also leveraging hotels and
accommodations for more than a night’s
sleep. These spaces become a second office,
a meeting space, and a common place to
meet friends and family. Flexible, co-working
and living spaces are becoming the norm for
properties that often welcome guests who
require these amenities during their trips.
Properties are not only offering these services,
they’re equipped to help support the influx of
these requests.
Guests can now expect to feel the comfort of
their own homes in hotels, with services such
as specific room selections—indicating the
floor, room size and view—with technology that
allows them to connect their email and Netflix
to their television, and streamlined, simple
ordering processes.
How does BC fit into this mix? While we
offer an array of accommodation and lodging
facilities, cities will need to adopt various
technologies to accommodate the type of
guests they expect, including: vacationers,
business people, retreaters, and holiday
makers. It’s up to us to stay current and offer
what’s best for our guests.

Thank You!
In my last few months as Chair of the British
Columbia Hotel Association, I have been
reminded how lucky I am to have helped
lead this industry with my partners on the
Board of Directors, the relentless BCHA
team, our supportive partner organizations,
and our engaged, devoted membership. It
doesn’t come as a surprise that we continue
to grow as an industry, welcoming record
numbers of tourists and visitors, locally and
internationally. Our province presents the world
with a stunning backdrop, endless cultural
experiences, limitless culinary endeavours,
and a rich history—and we’re here to host
that. While we’re thriving, that also means
adapting to innovation, technology, trends,
and expectations. We must continue to unite
against shared struggles, and persevere
against challenges such as labour shortages,
taxation of digital platforms, short-term rental
regulation, and employment standards. I
urge members and stakeholders to carry
on with participating in feedback surveys,
open meetings, and events, and to seek
opportunities to have their voice heard. I would
like to formally thank you all for being an active
member of our industry, helping to always
move us forward—and for trusting in me to
help lead and represent us as a collective. I
look forward to many more years of working
together!

James Chase Retiring
On behalf of the Board of Directors for the
BCHA, I would like to announce that our
long-time President and CEO, James Chase
is retiring.
I want to thank James for his 28 years of service
with the BCHA and wish him all the best in his
retirement.
During James’ tenure the organization
contributed greatly to the BC hotel industry
with policy development and advocacy with
the various levels of municipal, provincial,
and federal governments of the day. In
addition, the organization spawned the
affiliated organizations the Alliance of Beverage
Licensees of BC (ABLE BC) and Hospitality
Industrial Relations (HIR BC).
The BCHA Board of Directors has formed an
executive search committee, working with
McLaughlin & Associates, and will begin the
search for a new President/CEO immediately.
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Making Amenities Count
by Chris McBeath

Amenity Creep is not the next Stephen King movie, it’s an
industry term describing the burgeoning number of valueadded touches to customize a guest stay beyond scented soaps
and luxurious linens. Whether in-room or part of hotel services,
the amenity ante is serious business, not only in attracting firsttime stays but also in building brand loyalty.
InnFocus
InnFocus5 5

Canine Concierges, greeters and ambassadors are a mainstay in many
hotel lobbies. On this score, the Fairmont chain has staked a fair claim
on dog-friendly amenities and although it doesn’t yet offer pet psychic
services or dog surfing lessons as in a couple of Californian hotels, it does
have a comprehensive in-room menu of treats, comforts, and referrals for
dog-sitting services. Winston, the chain’s newest recruit at The Fairmont
Empress, Victoria, even has his own Instagram account. “He’s a great
addition to the hotel and fulfills a unique wellness piece. I think a lot of
people find travel very stressful and having a dog or something that
resembles home for them is very comforting,” says Tracy Drake, Director
of Public Relations.
Perhaps inspired by the book, now a film, Racing in the Rain, puppy love
is aspiring to new dimensions. Kimpton Hotels offers Puppies & Prosecco
party packages consisting of food, bubbly and eight to ten puppies
delivered to a guest’s room for play and cuddles. Packages help to raise
funds for local dog shelters. At Santa Fe’s Sunrise Springs Spa Resort,
service trainees are the dogs of choice. “Socialization is a valuable part

Stratospheric Ideas
In the quest to deliver WOW amenities, hotels are certainly thinking
outside the box. QT Hotels & Resorts has put the vroom into room
service, now offering guests their very own MINI to explore the city
during their stay—free of charge. At The Acqualina Resort in Miami,
guests can get behind the wheel of a Rolls Royce Ghost, while those
staying at The Four Seasons can take advantage of what must be the
ultimate amenity: a new 48-passenger jet, which literally jet-sets them
from one Four Seasons destination to another.

Concierges for All
Stratospheres aside, hotels are going concierge-crazy in their attempt to
exceed guest expectations. Today there is specialist advice on everything
from personal bicycle guides (offered at Vancouver’s Rosewood Hotel
Georgia) to personal shoppers, stylists, tailored museum visits, artisanal
soaps, teas, perfumes, and lipstick shades (see sidebar). You’ll find a
Fireplace Concierge at The Taj Hotel, Boston and during the New Orleans
Mardi Gras, services of the Ritz Carlton’s Recovery Concierge include
nursing a guest hangover with a carefully concocted smoothie!
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Kimpton Hotels offers Puppies & Prosecco
party packages consisting of food, bubbly
and eight to ten puppies delivered to a
guest’s room for play and cuddles.
of a service-puppy’s training, and guests experience the proven health
benefits of spending time with animals,” notes Bri Wright, Marketing
Manager. “They are becoming one of the resort’s most popular features.”
Traditional butler services for unpacking and ironing clothes and running
rose petal baths are evolving too. The Dukes Hotel, London, offers a
Beditation Butler—a package of customized pillows and sumptuous
bedding, herbal teas, specialized podcasts and playlists, plus tips on
meditation and relaxation.

The Disconnect
For all the creative ideas hoping to lure in those
techno-savvy, experiential-thirsty millennials,
among others, the challenge remains: how to
determine an amenity’s real value, especially
in light of a recent study published by Cornell
University Center for Hospitality Research.
It reveals a hefty disconnect between what
hotels provide, what guests think they want,
and what they actually use—the latter by an
average of about 20%, and as high as 90%
when it comes to automatic check-in.
And therein lies the conundrum. Although
research indicates some amenities no longer
impact a guest’s experience (the bedside
alarm clock, for example, is so passé), not
providing one could lead to the optics that
suggest neglect. This disconnect also holds
true for in-room dining, wake-up calls, early
and automatic check-in as well as fitness
facilities. Guests may say these are important,
but barely 10% of those polled actually used
them. And not that many more appreciate
in-room fitness programs either. So much for
good intentions!
Conversely, guests underestimated their
use (and therefore their value) for amenities
such as lobby seating (by 35%), valet parking
(by 64%), and concierge service (by 35%).

“Each hotel has different needs in terms of
offering the right amenities to guests,” says
Prof. Chekitan S. Dev, one of the study’s
authors. “A swimming pool appeals to family
travel whereas fast and secure WiFi is the deal
breaker for business travellers.”
To find out what your guests want, Prof. Dev
suggests, “dividing the sample by first timers
and repeaters to see if there is a difference
and identify the gaps in your offerings. For
instance, free WiFi may help bring in guests
and bottled water may bring them back. And in
examining the actual use of your amenities, is
there a difference between your high and low
value customers? While our research shows
the spa had low usage, if it is critical for highvalue guests, it may be worth keeping.”
As for bathroom amenities, 86% of
respondents said they expected, wanted,
and used the personal-sized bathroom
products even though these single-use plastic
containers went against the eco-grain.

High Tech is the New High Touch
Without doubt, travel technology plays a pivotal
role in delivering exceptional experiences be
it via smart rooms, key access, or Ipads as
virtual concierges, loaded with hotel and
vicinity information, and more importantly

from an engagement perspective, a program
to capture guest data.
Google sur veys indicate that 87% of
travel planning is on a mobile device and
as a consequence, mobile engagement
is becoming essential. An acknowledged
leader in hospitality technology, Marriott
International provides an excellent example of
mobile interaction. In monitoring social media
in real-time, it can respond accordingly. If a
newly engaged couple checks in using social
media, the hotel can capture that exchange
and ensure there is a bottle of champagne
waiting in their room.
Marriott Bonvoy, the company’s new loyalty
program launched in February 2019, is an
app designed for people to search and book
hotels across the chain’s portfolio of 6,700
participating hotels across 30 brands in 130
countries. Guests engage in mobile check-in
(with an alert sent when the room is ready),
use a mobile key to enter the room, submit
mobile requests for service and amenities, and
via chatbots, talk with representatives before,
during, and after their stay. Four Seasons has
a similar ‘chat’ program, which works in over
100 languages.
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Marriott is also the first major hotel chain to offer Alexa for Hospitality,
integrating with existing amenities and services to become a guest’s
virtual concierge. Guests can play music, order towels, control in-room
temperature and lighting, as well as look for local restaurants and
attractions.
Perhaps Marriott’s most whimsical innovation to date is shower
inspired. After learning that over half of business travellers feel that their
best ideas come while showering, the company is testing a one-of-akind technology that allows guests to sketch their ideas on a canvas on
the shower door using steam. Touch-sensitive technology built into the
shower door then sends the idea to the guest’s email. A roll-out beyond
California is yet to be seen.
Clearly, the writing is on the wall—or shower door. The right amenities
can be a game changer and technology is creating the amenities of the
future. High tech-high touch concepts are no longer polar opposites;
technology IS the high touch finesse guests seek.

Avante Garde Amenities
• At Le Meridien Hotels & Resorts, guests receive a lipstick created by French
beauty brand La Bouche Rouge. The Lipstick Concierge helps choose a lip shade
from a menu. It’s delivered with the guest’s initials engraved on the lipstick case,
with a bottle of sparkling wine.
• Barcelona’s famed Majestic Hotel & Spa has partnered with Atelier Cologne to
create the hotel’s signature scent, and will present guests staying in the Penthouse
Suite with five fragrances in a leather case engraved with their name.
• Room service will deliver a bar and game cart at the Waldorf Astoria, Park
City, Utah. The specialty cart includes cocktails and drinks for adults with board
games, and candy for the kids.
• At the Bankside Hotel in London, housekeeping leaves a yellow box of
Guatemalan worry dolls on pillows. The instructions ask guests to whisper their
anxieties to the dolls before they sleep, transferring them to the dolls and out of
their minds.
• In-room amenities at the Art Ovation Hotel, Sarasota, Florida includes ukuleles
and leather-bound sketchbooks—in case the creative mood strikes.
• Hard Rock Hotels’ “Sound of Your Stay” program offers free rentals of a Fender
guitar with a Mustang floor amplifier and Nixon headphones alongside playlists
and DJ mixing systems.
• The Presidential Suite at Kimpton Saint George Hotel, Toronto includes TEAC
turntable systems stocked with vinyl records from a variety of Canadian artists,
especially curated by Kimpton’s Director of Music, in collaboration with a local
independent record store.
• Starwood Hotels offer luggage forwarding services, including packing and
unpacking—very useful for hotels located in shopping capitals!
• The Westin Buffalo is one of the first hotels to deploy guest-servicing Echo
devices in each of its 115 guest rooms, where guests can now connect their own
Amazon accounts with their personal music playlists.
• At Henn-na Hotel Tokyo Ginza, Japan—a hotel completely run by robots,
guests can use the LG Styler to steam clean their clothes. Travellers can pack
fewer clothes because the styler can refresh, dry, and press items in minutes.
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BC Government Provides
$6.5 Million to Protect
Caribou Habitat

The Province is providing $6.5 million over three years for caribou habitat
restoration in BC.
The funding will be administered to qualifying organizations through
the Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation’s (HCTF) Caribou Habitat
Restoration Fund.
Human influence on the landscape—including forestry, mining and
roadbuilding—has altered caribou habitat. Projects pursued under
the fund will focus on restoring habitat through both functional and
ecological approaches. Examples of functional restoration activities
include planting trees, spreading coarse woody debris, and installing
fences to disrupt linear thoroughfares that give advantage to predators.
Ecological restoration activities include encouraging native plants and
trees that support the return of caribou habitat to its undisturbed state.

The Province granted an initial $2 million to HCTF in April 2018
to implement a caribou habitat restoration program, which aims to
rehabilitate habitat in areas prioritized for recovery efforts. During its
first intake, HCTF provided funding to 11 projects led by First Nations,
government, industry, and not-for-profit societies.
Applications were accepted by HCTF until November 1st to fund the
second round of habitat restoration projects.
The Province has already committed $47 million over three years to
build a comprehensive, science-based approach to protect and preserve
BC’s 54 caribou herds. This recovery program aims to restore this iconic
Canadian species to a sustainable population.
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Access
Better

Better Business
How to Keep Up—and Benefit—
from Canada’s Accessibility
Movement
by Madeline Barber

“The times are changing,” says Nadya McLean, manager of Home2 Suites
by Hilton in Fort St. John, BC. When it comes to accessibility, there’s been
a shift in recent years toward understanding and prioritizing access for
persons with disabilities. “People with disabilities want to travel and explore
just like anyone else,” says McLean.
10
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The growing awareness may be partly due
to the increasing number of people with
disabilities in the country. Currently, nearly
half of all Canadian adults have or have had a
permanent or temporary disability, or live with
someone who has. With our aging population,
this number will continue to grow.
Hotel owners and managers should take
note. As an industry that thrives on ensuring
guest’s individual needs are met, accessibility
can make or break their stay—and determine
if they come back.

Capitalizing on Accessibility
Accessibility has a huge effect on businesses,
and hotels aren’t exempt. Having accessible
accommodations means Home2 Suites can
provide better service, but it also means they
can appeal to a wider customer base.
According to a 2018 repor t from the
Conference Board of Canada, people with
physical disabilities make up a large consumer
group, representing 14.3% of consumer
spending—that’s $164 billion. The report also
revealed that spending amongst this group is
anticipated to grow at three times the pace

Courtesy of Home2Suites by Hilton Fort St. John
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of the overall population. To not consider this
group of people is a huge missed opportunity.

Accessible Employment
The benefits of accessibility extend not just to
your customers but to your own team. Tamara
Vrooman is the president and CEO of Vancity,
and she’s also a member of the Presidents
Group, a network of BC business leaders who
aim to increase employment among persons
with disabilities.
In conversation with President Group cochair and President of Vancouver Airport
Authority Craig Richmond, Vrooman said,
“Why not do the right thing for your business
by hiring somebody with a disability? It’ll
make your business better. People who
have different experiences, they bring a fresh
perspective to our organization that, candidly,
we couldn’t get anywhere else.” Richmond
agrees, noting the fact that employees with
disabilities are three times more likely to stay
with the company.
McLean agrees, “We have a couple of
employees with disabilities, and they’re very
valued members of the team.” One employee
who has a hearing disability has worked at the
hotel since it opened, and continues to rise in
her roles. Another employee who worked at
the front desk used a wheelchair. McLean says
guests who had mobility disabilities instantly
felt more comfortable when they checked in.

As Good as Gold
The Home2 Suites hotel recently achieved
Rick Hansen Foundation Accessibility Certified
(RHFAC) Gold for its level of meaningful access.
This means that due to the design of their built
environment, individuals with hearing, vision,
and mobility disabilities can safely navigate the
hotel, and do so with integrity.
The hotel specializes in extended stays,
and each room has a kitchen with dishes and
cutlery. All of these items are within reach, so
someone who uses a wheelchair could stay
in the room alone and access the amenities.
They also are the only hotel in Fort St. John
that has a lift to help people with disabilities
into the pool.

Room for Improvement
McLean acknowledges that most hotels just
aren’t designed with persons with disabilities
in mind, and that accessibility is not always
top-of-mind for managers and staff. “As the
day-to-day operator, you don’t always think
about accessibility until something happens.”
Despite the Gold certification, McLean
says they’re continuously striving to make
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People with physical disabilities make up a large
consumer group, representing 14.3% of consumer
spending—that’s $164 billion.
improvements. One area that was brought
to their attention was their emergency
procedures. Disability advocates have been
saying for years that evacuation procedures
aren’t inclusive. Take for example the common
sign: In the event of emergency, take stairs.
What happens when you can’t take the
stairs? This is a question McLean and her
team is taking seriously, and they’ve started
making changes to ensure that should there
be an emergency, everyone is safe.

Access Tips
So you want to increase your hotel’s
accessibility—but what now? Where do you
start? McLean recommends consulting an
expert. For Home2 Suites, she enlisted the
help of an RHFAC professional who provided

the hotel’s team with a deeper understanding
of their level of meaningful accessibility.
She also regularly seeks advice from the
Association for Community Living.
Here’s a few other things you can do to
ensure your facility is inclusive:
• Check your policies: Do they consider
the experiences of persons with various
disabilities?
• Add signage: Blade signage, along with
Braille and raised lettering helps those with
vision challenges be more independent.
• Adjust Counter Heights: If someone
with a wheelchair were to check in, could they
see over the counter?
• Visual Alarms: In the case of an
emergency, how might someone with a
hearing disability be alerted?

• Train Staff: Sensitivity training to deepen staff’s knowledge of how
to be respectful is a great asset to customer service and team bonding.

Courtesy of Home2Suites by Hilton Fort St. John

Promoting Your Accessibility
When you have accessible features, or you are making improvements
to your accessibility, it’s vital to promote it. Even things that seem small,
like a push button for a door, can be a deciding factor for someone when
choosing where to stay. This can be as simple as installing signage
that says “Accessible Washroom”, or including these features with the
amenities listed on your website.
For organizations that achieve RHF Accessibility Certification, they
can list publicly on an online registry and display their inclusivity with a
plaque or window decal, much like how someone would display LEED
certification for sustainability.

The Bottom Line
Whether you want to promote your image as an inclusive hotel, appeal to
a wider variety of potential guests, or better support your staff, increasing
your accessibility is a win-win.
At the end of the day, says Vrooman, “Making sure that your facilities
are more accessible means you’re going to welcome more people—not
only as employees, but also as customers.”

Employees with disabilities are three times
more likely to stay with the company.
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Make Your Business
More Influencer-friendly
by Lindsay O’Donnell

‘Influencer Marketing’ is one of those buzzwords that gets thrown
around a lot. It’s like how people use the word ‘synergy’ or ‘brand
awareness’. They all can be powerful assets in your marketing toolbox,
but the majority of the time people throw those words around without
being purposeful and strategic. It’s one of those elusive things that every
business feels they need, but many aren’t sure where to start.
My advice is to take some time and understand what exactly an
influencer is and what their job is, because it will make it so much easier
for you, as a business to work with one. Why? You can reach new
customers and drive sales.
Let’s start with the basics. An influencer is anyone who has influence
over a group of people, usually within a niche. I usually see three types
of influencers:
• Digital Influencers (Bloggers, You-Tubers, Instagrammers)
• Community Influencers (i.e. yoga teachers who are out in their
community every day in a leadership role)
• Expert Influencers (i.e. a food scientist who has influence within their
industry)
We’re going to cover digital influencers and how to build long-lasting
and productive relationships with them.
An influencer’s job is to produce new, fresh content that is timely and
relevant. That means they need news that is relevant to their audience
and they generally need fresh and unique photos.
The good news is, they need you as much as you need them! Brands
and influencers have a symbiotic relationship.

Make it Easy to Share
So, if you want to create more online conversations, make an influencer’s
job easy. If they come to your business, can they get good photos? Is
the food plated nicely? Is the lighting adequate? Do you have unique
and seasonal products or dishes?
You’ll also notice that most new restaurants and cafes have feature
walls. This is because people are generally looking for somewhere to
take photos that immediately tell people where they are. It can be as
simple as statement wallpaper or a living wall with plants. Make it easy
for people to take photos of your place to share.
Making your business accommodating to influencers is just the first
step. This is the low hanging fruit. Next comes outreach.
14 InnFocus

Reach Out to People
For most businesses or brands, I recommend reaching out to one or
two influencers a month. If you sell food, offer to send them some of
your dishes to try. Find influencers who have similar audiences as you
or currently are engaging with businesses in the same neighbourhood.
Send a simple message saying why you’re a fan of what they do, what
you’d like to offer them for free, and why it would be worth sharing it to
their audience.
Remember that if you aren’t paying bloggers or Instagrammers
anything, you can’t ask for anything in return. Consider this type of
outreach like sending a press release. You’re sending it out and hoping
for the best.
What you can do is be specific about what you’d like. Offer a free
meal or a free product sample and suggest they review it on their blog
or Instagram stories.
The goal here is to access their audiences by having them talk about
and promote your brand on their digital channels. What they’re getting is
fresh content. But remember, they don’t want to talk about what everyone
else has already reviewed. So offer something timely and unique, like
trying a limited edition cocktail or a product with a seasonal recipe.
I also use this outreach as a way to see who is genuinely enthusiastic
about the brand so that when we’re ready to start paid partnerships,
I know who provides the most value. You’re trying to get some online
conversation going, but you’re also vetting who you might want to work
with more seriously in the future.
One of the most important things to remember is to maintain
relationships with those who you had a good experience with. It can
be a bit of work finding people and coordinating a partnership, so keep
those valuable contacts happy by reaching out when you have something
new for them to talk about.
It may take a bit of trial and error in the beginning, but these
relationships can be extremely valuable to you as you grow and build
your online presence!
Lindsay O’Donnell is the founder and owner of Piquant Marketing, a
Vancouver-based agency that grows food and wellness businesses. @
piquantmarketing

by Terry Duzenberry

Over the last several months, we have been working on implementing
new association management software, migrating from a system that
has been in place for many years. For anyone who has completed a
property management system migration before, they can tell you that
the road is long and you may find yourself on parallel paths from where
you started, or maybe on a completely different road, but ultimately,
you keep the goal in sight.
As part of this process, we also re-imagined our website, completing
a page by page audit. This audit incorporated updated information
on every page, as well as the creation of new components, such as
the Government Advocacy section. This new area of the website will
be updated regularly with the work we are doing on your behalf, and
in most cases, with you, our members, to ensure that every level of
government is acutely aware of the issues that we as an industry are
facing. We’ll demonstrate that by working together as we are moving
the issues forward.
Many of you have taken the opportunity to update your information, but
did you know that you can also update your membership to include a listing
in our Member Directory? Our programs section has been expanded to
make it easier to navigate, and find the information you need to join costsavings programs with our Premier Partners. You can do this by going

to the bottom of our Home Page at www.bcha.com, under “Welcome to
Our Newest Members” and click on “View all new members.” From this
point, you can search and find all our Associate Members. Hot Tip for
our Hotel Members: once you update your information to have a listing,
you too can be found in our directory!
Coming soon, you will be able to reach out to all our Associate
Members via the portal, and access an exclusive resources page where
we have curated and gathered the most common information that our
members are looking for, in one easy location.
I am hopeful that many of you participated in not only our Government
Relations Survey but also our Member Survey in which we asked
what kinds of programs you would like to see. In order to provide you
with programs that add value to your membership, we are committed
to asking questions and implementing new programs that remove
obstacles and help elevate our industry. These include programs focused
on professional development and networking opportunities.
Our annual Hospitality Summit will be returning to Kelowna April
6–8, and I hope to see many of you there. In the meantime, if you have
questions about your membership, the BCHA, and the work we are
doing on your behalf, feel free to reach out.
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The

Kootenays
by Laura Starr

Beyond the Snow
The Kootenays are BC’s pinnacle wilderness destination,
associated with exciting outdoor adventures, snowy mountain
summits, and rugged backcountry lifestyle. Located in the
southeastern corner of BC, and tucked right into the beautiful
Rocky Mountains, winter sports head the reputation of this
celebrated landscape, with some of the best powder to be
found in the country. However, snow is only the beginning of
what this region has to offer. With growing tourism numbers
establishing that people want more connection with
nature, the Kootenays have doubled down their efforts
to impress and prove they are a destination for every
season of the year, with activities for the young and old
alike, regardless of ability. Whether you are seeking
rich heritage and culture, wild outback exploits,
steamy hot springs, or luxury golf getaways, the
Kootenays ensure they have a version of nature
for everyone.

Photo courtesy of Golden Tourism
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To Barry Zwueste, CEO of St. Eugene Golf Resort
& Casino, Cranbrook is a key point of access to the
Kootenays, with proximity to seven professional golf
courses, two major ski mountains, endless hiking and
mountain biking trails, and world-class fly fishing on the
St. Mary’s River. Conveniently, Cranbrook also has its
own international airport, with daily service from three of
Canada’s largest airlines, which acts as a huge draw for
those wanting access to the region without the winding road
trip. For Zwueste, however, it is the rich Indigenous culture
and heritage of the Ktunaxa Nation that makes Cranbrook an
engaging tourist location. He shares the story of St. Eugene
Resort, which was actually a Residential School until 1970.
When it closed, the Ktunaxa took it upon themselves to create
something positive from a very dark past, repurposing the building
into a full-service resort complete with a golf course and casino
that is proudly owned by the Ktunaxa and the Shuswap Indian
Band. Now, the resort is an enterprise, boasting a championship
golf course, an RV park, a new spa and health centre, as well as
educational Indigenous programs for guests or groups that want to
learn more about the history of the land.
For those eager to jump in their vehicles and navigate the scenic roads
into the Kootenays though, Revelstoke is an idyllic destination, being less
than six hours from Vancouver. The Sutton Place Hotel Revelstoke Mountain
Resort, which is renowned for its skiing and snowboarding, appeals to those
who are planning to hit the slopes every day, because its luxury rooms include
full kitchens and in-suite laundry—essentials for an active winter getaway.

The other seasons are swiftly growing in popularity though. To Naomi
Morgan, Front Office Manager at the Sutton Place Hotel, “summer is
great for the Aerial Adventure Park, Mountain Pipe Coaster, and our
new favourite—downhill mountain biking.” Revelstoke also has a vibrant
social scene, rich in arts and culture; check out their summer street fest
for live music, browse the local farmers’ markets, and pop into a craft
brewery or two.
Should one want to keep their city vibes minimal though, continue on
the road trip right through to Golden, BC. This is a true mountain town
that is often overlooked as a quick stopping point on route to Banff,
but Golden is in the heart of six national parks including Yoho, Banff,
Glacier, Mount Revelstoke, Kootenay, and Jasper National Parks. You
will find the customary mountain sports such as skiing, snowmobiling,
hiking, and biking, but there is so much more. To Maneesh Vengala, GM
of the Best Western Mountainview Inn, his favourite activity in Golden
is white water rafting, an activity that many don’t realize is accessible
for all ages and skill levels—it is growing in popularity all through the
Kootenays. Vengala also loves to encourage guests to visit the Northern
Lights Wildlife Wolf Center, which works to educate the public on the
importance of wolves—you can actually walk with the wolves in their
1.25-acre enclosure. For other wildlife experiences, there is also a
Grizzly Bear Interpretive Centre, and buffalo tours. There is inherent
respect for the wildlife and the environment, and the friendly people in
Golden are eager to share their wisdom. Visitors can definitely plan on
spending some time here. A night in the Best Western Mountainview

Photo courtesy of St Eugene Golf Resort & Casino

Inn offers incredible views of Kicking Horse Mountain as well as a warm,
welcoming feeling of hospitality.
Everyone has their own version of nature, and the Kootenays have
this figured out. There are destinations, activities, amenities, restaurants,
and getaways for everyone; in fact, you can visit the Kootenays over
and over and never repeat your vacation. As British Columbians, we are
lucky to call it our backyard, and proud to share it with tourists. Spring,
summer, winter, and fall, no matter how you like your nature, you’ll find
it in the Kootenay Rockies.

Photo courtesy of Golden Tourism
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Cannabis
Tourism

What’s the Buzz About?
by Amy Watkins

Okanagan wine routes and craft beer tours of Vancouver are now commonplace,
but how many hotels are embracing the buzz around cannabis tourism? Stigma and
strict regulations are obstacles that hoteliers face today, but BC is world-renowned
for its quality cannabis (aka BC Bud) and Canada’s status as only the second country
in the world to legalize recreational cannabis creates a unique opportunity to build a
tourism sector around it.
18
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Hoteliers interested in entering the cannabis tourism market should
embrace education, in terms of keeping staff updated with regulations
and dismantling stigma that could affect a guest’s experience. Long
gone is the ‘stoner’ stereotype, and the door is open for creating
cannabis-friendly stays.
BC’s Cannabis Control & Licensing Act states that registered hotel
guests may smoke or vape cannabis in their room if the hotel allows
it, putting the onus on hotels to decide on a smoking policy and
communicate that to guests. However, cannabis can be consumed in a
variety of ways: As of October 17, 2019, edibles, extracts (oils, vaporizer
cartridges, etc.), and topical cannabis will be added to the list of already
legal products (dried flower and oils/capsules).

Rules & Regulations: Common Questions
“Many British Columbians still aren’t familiar with their local cannabis
laws, so it’s hard to assume visitors will be informed on the matter,” says
Tristan Slade of High Definition Tours, who points out that guests on a
cannabis-friendly tour will be made aware of local laws, but other guests
may need more assistance: “Staff should be trained on the general rules
around cannabis consumption in their jurisdiction, just like they would
on alcohol consumption. As a business, hotels in BC should make sure
they never possess, sell, or give cannabis away to guests and ensure
guests follow local cigarette smoking policies when smoking cannabis.”
Brian Applegarth, founder and president of the California Cannabis
Tourism Association (CCTA), suggests speaking with associations
such as his or the Cannabis Tourism Association of Canada, as a great
place to start. When it comes to practicalities, Californian hotels have
become adept at answering common queries. “The two most important
questions for any tourism focused business to be able to answer are:
Where can I purchase cannabis? Where can I use/consume cannabis?”
says Applegarth. “Being able to provide information about what is legal
concerning cannabis (transport, possession, etc.) is a great tool to be
able to provide to tourists.”

Hosting Cannabis-friendly Functions
Ian Dawkins, founder and co-principal of Althing Consulting and
president of Cannabis Commerce Association of Canada, explains
that because hotels do not produce cannabis or sell it, they fall under
the heading of ‘third parties’ in cannabis regulations. “This means their
largest area of responsibility is mostly ensuring advertising restrictions

The biggest obstacle for cannabis tourism
is overcoming the stigma.
are not being violated, and minors are not being exposed to the sale or
consumption of cannabis,” explains Dawkins. Beyond that, if a cannabis
organization wants to rent a hotel ballroom for an event, the only
concerns should be over the signage and whether or not the specific
event might have a need for a dedicated smoking or vaping space that
conforms with local regulations. “In short, if a venue has a large outdoor
patio or ventilated space appropriate for hosting a consumption-friendly
event, they are well positioned to tap into the huge pool of cannabis
focused events looking for a home, which is in many ways the lowest
hanging fruit in terms of cannabis tourism. Simply advertising those
types of venues to the cannabis industry would alone drive a significant
amount of business to these hotels.”

Fighting Stigma and Stereotypes
Having seen the growth of cannabis tourism in California, Applegarth
knows that the biggest obstacle for cannabis tourism is overcoming the
stigma. “Cannabis 2.0 should be considered as a wellness tool that can
enhance the experience, not as an illicit drug,” he states.
“It’s fear of the unknown,” agrees Dawkins. “There are very few
obstacles preventing venues or operators from stepping into the
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cannabis space beyond an unspecified concern that it will harm
‘reputation’ or offend other guests. Cannabis is integral to BC culture
and has been for a very long time. The sooner we bring that fact of
history and culture out of the shadows, the better! Many responsible,
fun-loving adults like to use cannabis, and there’s nothing wrong with
catering to their interests. I want to see a future where visitors to BC can
pick between wine tasting, skydiving, or going to a cannabis farm—each
of those being a very personal choice that might not be to everyone’s
taste, but are still perfectly valid and reasonable activities for adults to
partake in.”

Future of Cannabis Tourism
Beyond hosting cannabis-friendly events and arming concierges with
education, there are all kinds of ways to offer a cannabis-centric tourism
experience.
“Some of the opportunities in cannabis tourism include showcasing
BC’s renowned cannabis culture; offering access to a new industry
unique to Canada; educating visitors about the plant and industry
through immersive experiences; and informing visitors of local laws and
best practices for responsible consumption,” says Travis Slade of High
Definition Tours. “Future potential lies in the development of local microcultivators and microprocessors at the community level. Each of these
could become a local tourist destination and boost local economies just
like the current winery tours of vineyards.”
One vital component will be the creation of public consumption
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spaces. “Licensed legal consumption lounges where tourists are able
to safely purchase, consume, and enjoy cannabis are necessary in
creating a normalized and positive experience for visiting tourists,”
says Applegarth of the CCTA. “In time, as it becomes more accepted
as an industry and understood as a tool for wellness, cannabis tourism
companies will thrive. BC Bud is already a household name and Canada
has a rich hemp and cannabis history to shine a light on. Cannabis pairs
very well with experiences in nature, and Canada has no shortage of
stunning natural beauty.”
Cannabis-focused tourism in places like California and Colorado
accounts for hundreds of millions of dollars of business. “Offerings
could include touring cannabis production facilities (particularly smallscale, local craft producers), arranging cannabis tastings, visiting
glass blowing studios where artists make high-end art glass bongs, or
arranging cannabis-friendly ski and snowboard tours,” describes Ian
Dawkins. “There is a validated, established market for these activities and
services, and operators would be wise to plan for how to tap into that
market sooner rather than later.” Dawkins suggests connecting with an
experienced cannabis events promoter to tap into their deep knowledge
of what cannabis users want. “Avoiding the pitfalls of stereotyping your
guests and ensuring you have a warm, sincere program waiting for
them is vital for ensuring a smooth launch and good word of mouth.”
Education, an open-mind, and consumption-friendly spaces can help
hoteliers in BC put Canadian cannabis tourism on the map.

Update from Your Hospitality Charity
The end of 2019 is approaching rapidly! At the BC Hospitality Foundation
(BCHF), we’re happy to report that it’s been a busy and rewarding year.
Since our inception in 2006, we have given out over $1.16 million to
beneficiaries and scholarship winners. This represents over 416 people
helped, either with emergency assistance when they were facing crisis
due to a health condition, or with a scholarship that supported them as
they furthered their careers by learning new skills in a hospitality-related
educational program. We’ve made a positive difference not only in the
lives of beneficiaries who received grants, but often in the lives of their
families, friends, and colleagues.
However, we continue to receive a growing number of requests for
assistance, and we need to keep raising funds so we can be there for
hospitality workers when they need us. Our organization is based on the
belief that we in the hospitality industry can work together to help
our own. As a member of our community, we hope you’ll join our efforts
by either starting a Payroll Program at your workplace or by becoming
one of the BCHF’s VIP Monthly Donors.

Employee Payroll Deduction Program

workers to give as little as a dollar or two from each paycheque—money
they probably won’t even miss—but provides a valuable revenue stream
for our charity. Please contact info@bchospitalityfoundation.com for an
easy-to-use start-up package. Employees who contribute $25 or more
over the course of a year will receive a tax receipt.

VIP Monthly Donors
Becoming one of our VIP Monthly Donors is also a great way to get
involved—and now it comes with perks too! We are expressing our
appreciation to those who donate $25 or more per month by offering:
• Discount codes to select BCHF special events such as the Dine
Out Vancouver Grand Tasting and DISH, as well as to select partner
events;
• Discounts at the tasting rooms of select local wineries;
• …and more! We have a huge network of contacts in the hospitality
business, and we’ll be adding VIP perks related to special events, as
they happen.
As always, we thank all the donors, sponsors, volunteers, and others
who have supported us in the past, as you have made our work possible.
We look forward to another busy and rewarding year ahead!

Our employee Payroll Deduction Program enables hospitality industry
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Creating &
Sustaining a

Culture

that Engages
Employees
by Brad Bodnarchuk

It is 2019 and if you’re not actively defining, managing, and nurturing
your hotel’s culture you’re likely falling well behind the pack in a very fast
moving industry.
Although you cannot see it, culture is a living, breathing, and allinfluencing aspect of any business. I would argue it is the most important
item to consider (followed very closely by communication) when you’re
looking to ensure the success of your business, regardless of the industry.
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Now the question is: How do we create our very own version of our
ultimate culture, nurture it, and sustain it?
Step 1 - Clearly Define YOUR Culture by Asking Questions: There
needs to be an extremely clear understanding amongst your leadership
team and the rest of your working team of what your culture is, why it
exists, who leads it, and how it is being carried out. By asking questions
such as the “Six Critical Questions” that Patrick Lencioni shares in his
book, The Advantage, you’ll achieve some incredible clarity on your
business and its culture, allowing you to move forward with confidence.
Lencioni’s fundamental questions are: Why do we exist? How do we
behave? What do we do? How will we succeed? What is most important
right now? Who must do what?
By answering these questions, or some similar questions, you will no
doubt be well on your way to defining a culture that is not only unique
to you, your business, and your team, but you will also be providing
everyone with a clear understanding of what actions need to be taken
(daily) to ensure that the culture is managed and upheld.

Fully supporting each other at every
opportunity is an easy way to stand out
with your culture and do things a little
bit differently.
Step 2 - Keeping Everyone’s Finger on the Pulse: It simply isn’t
enough to put in all of the work on Step 1 and assume that your job is
done. You’ve only really just begun. For a culture to be effective and
sustained it needs to be maintained and consistently checked in on. If
we lack not only the motivation to take action coming out of Step 1, but
also lack the desire to be consistently stoking the culture’s fire, it will
most certainly burn out. Whose responsibility is it to make sure things
are clearly defined and being carried out? I’d suggest everyone. Make

it clear to your team that without them and their own efforts to keep up
the culture, there is less of a chance of it surviving.
Engaging your entire team will separate you from the crowd in the
hospitality industry and likely make your team a lot happier to be a part
of what you’ve created.
Step 3 - Get Creative: Culture isn’t just the music you play, how your
staff dress, the way in which you greet your guests, or the vibe in your
staff meetings. It can and should be much more. Challenge your team
to think outside of the box.
I love the idea of an extremely supportive culture from the top down.
In practice that would look like the Head Chef helping set tables for a
busy evening, or the owner of the hotel stepping in to make beds when
the housekeeper calls in sick. Fully supporting each other at every
opportunity is an easy way to stand out with your culture and do things
a little bit differently.
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Another easy and creative idea that has a
great impact on the culture is curating your
own in-house library. Allowing your staff to
shop for industry-aligned books, which they
are interested in, and housing those at your
hotel adds a very cool dynamic to your space
and your team. Finding a spot to have 20-30
books on hand for all of your staff to engage
with would do wonders for many aspects of
your business, not to mention fuel some pretty
awesome conversations amongst your team.
By challenging the leadership team to think
outside of the box on some culture impacting
initiatives, you are supporting an extremely
healthy space for your team to feel valued,
inspired, and truly part of your team.
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Having the right people in place and some solid
champions will help to create an incredible sense of value
and camaraderie for the team.
Passion & People
The last two pieces to this puzzle aren’t steps,
but ongoing factors that can never fade.
In order for culture to thrive and be sustained
you need passion and you need people.
As the leader(s) you have to get your team
onboard and keep fueling the passion for what
you do, otherwise your culture will inevitably

suffer and it will limit what you and your
business can actually do.
In order to maintain and grow your passion
for the hospitality industry you need to stay
refreshed and reenergized. This might require
a vacation in the sun, weekly workouts with
some friends, or simply taking 5 minutes every

day to meditate. Find something that is going
to allow you to keep your own passion high,
as your team will always feed off of the energy
you bring. You need to be hyper aware of how
you are showing up to work since it will have
an immeasurable impact on the culture you’ve
worked so hard to create.
You absolutely have to put the right people
in place and your team needs to jive. This can
be tough in the current labour market, but I
encourage you to set and maintain a standard
of who you are looking to add to your team and
do not waver from those standards.

Empowering Champions
Outside of your overall working team you are
going to need to empower some champions to
do a little extra to ensure the cultural standards
are being upheld. These champions are most
often members of your leadership team, but
could be anyone who you’d want to invest
some time and energy into as a long-term
team member. Create an open dialogue with
these champions and let them know that they
are not only appreciated, they are also a key
reason that your business and your culture is
successful.

Having the right people in place and
some solid champions will help to create an
incredible sense of value and camaraderie
for the team.
If you’re able to confidently cover Steps
1, 2, and 3 and add in the remaining two
puzzle pieces of people and passion, you

will no doubt be well on your way to creating
an extremely unique and attractive culture.
A strong culture will have a lasting, positive
impact on your team and on the business,
and will leave you and your team setting new
trends in this industry.
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Workplace Safety:
A Powerful Staff
Retention Tool in a
Tight Labour Market
by go2HR

There are several reasons why health and safety plays a critical role
in any business. For one, it’s the law—regardless of the size of your
business, you need to have an occupational health and safety (OHS)
program in place. The requirements for workplace health and safety in
BC are described in the Workers Compensation Act (the Act) and the
Occupational Health and Safety Regulation (the Regulation).
Secondly, by implementing a framework to help manage health and
safety in your workplace, you can prevent injuries and keep your workers
safe and healthy, while saving your company time and money. Finally,
workers increasingly value organizations that put their personal safety
and well-being high on the priority list. Therefore, showcasing your
program, as part of your overall commitment to a strong workplace
safety culture, can help you recruit and retain valuable staff and help
build your employer brand.
The specifics of your program will vary depending on the number
of workers you have and the level of risk. Every workplace is different,
so it’s important for you to develop an OHS program that addresses
the specific needs of your operation and works for you. In general,
an effective program should allow you to identify workplace hazards,
eliminate or reduce the potential for workplace injuries, and meet the
requirements of the Act and the Regulation.
go2HR has developed the Safety Basics Assessment so that you
can perform a free online health and safety check of your organization.
Work through this assessment tool to identify gaps and access handy
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resources to enhance your existing program. If you are starting out, use
the tool to prioritize what you need to do to develop a basic program.
When you are ready, follow these 3 easy steps:
1. Take 15 minutes to answer some simple questions.
2. Review the practical tips and resources provided, based on your
responses.
3. Implement the recommendations at your own pace and reap the
benefits of an effective health and safety program.
“We found go2HR’s tool easy to use and it helped point us in the right
direction on areas where we need to focus our attention,” says Sandra
Stewart, People and Culture Manager at Coast Hotels. “It provides clear
information and suggestions. The use of the tool is another way for us
to demonstrate our commitment to our occupational health and safety
program and [show] that we care about our workers and their safety
in the workplace.”
Complete your Safety Basics Assessment today at https://www.go2hr.
ca/safetyassessment.
go2HR is BC’s tourism human resource association. Its Industry Health
& Safety Program offers a range of services, training, and resources
designed to support your occupational health and safety program.
If you have any questions or comments regarding the Safety Basics
Assessment, please contact go2HR at safety@go2hr.ca.

by Agata Kosinski

Election season has wrapped up, and before setting off on our preelection campaign initiatives, we felt that one of the most important
steps that the BCHA could take was to ask our members how much
they know about our advocacy efforts and what other issues they want
us to tackle. We all know how busy everyone is and how overwhelmed
we all are by an onslaught of emails and social media alerts. Keeping
this in mind, we decided to check in with a very quick 3-question survey
that would be short and to the point. We were very pleased with the
results as many members engaged, taking the time to tell us that they
have been following the progress in our advocacy pursuits. When asked,
“Are you aware of the current advocacy efforts conducted by the BCHA
on behalf of our membership?” 57% responded yes; 19% responded
no; and 24% were aware of some of our advocacy pursuits. When
asked, “What issues would you like to see the BCHA participate more
actively in? (select all that apply)” overwhelmingly 97% specified ‘Labour
Shortage’ as the biggest concern, followed by ‘Short-Term-Rentals’ at
62%; ‘Employment Standards’ at 38%; ‘Workers’ Compensation’ at
24%; ‘Human Trafficking’ at 14%; and ‘Other’ at 11%. When asked, “How
frequently would you like to hear about the BCHA’s advocacy efforts,
and updates on active engagements?” 65% responded monthly; 22%
responded quarterly; and 13% responded twice a month.
The results were reassuring as well as inspiring to see how well
informed and connected our membership base is. We also wanted to
build on this momentum by creating an election package, which we
called “Federal Election Fundamentals: Membership Guide”. The election
package lays out a step-by-step process of how our members could
engage with their local MP candidates. During this election season it
was important that these political representatives understood that our
industry members want Ottawa to hear our concerns, and that our
industry members are watching closely. We want these newly appointed

and re-elected MPs to come to Ottawa armed with more knowledge
about the issues that affect our industry.
On our end, the BCHA had a number of meetings with local candidates
to introduce our issues to these political hopefuls. We met with Jenny
Kwan from the New Democratic Party, who was also the Vice Chair of
the Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration, as well as the
Shadow Cabinet Member for Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship.
We also met with Randeep Sarai, from the Liberal Party, who was also
a member of the Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration
as well as a member of the Standing Committee on Public Accounts.
We had chosen these two candidates because they were well informed
about immigration issues and they understood the problem with the
Temporary Foreign Worker Program and the need to reform it. We
discussed the need to reform our taxation system to include taxation
of large tech giants like Airbnb, who need to remit GST/HST as well
as pay corporate income tax on their earnings. Subsequently, we met
with Jonathan Wilkinson, of the Liberal Party, who was the Minister of
Fisheries, Oceans, and the Canadian Coast Guard, as well as meeting
with Gordie Hogg, also of the Liberal Party, who was a member of
the Standing Committee on Human Resources, Skills and Social
Development, and the Status of Persons with Disabilities. We chose
these two candidates because of their knowledge of our labour shortage/
human resource issues as well as Wilkinson’s membership in Cabinet,
and close working proximity with the Prime Minister and other Cabinet
members.
We made great connections with these candidates and we hope they
carry our message back with them when they resume their positions
in Ottawa. Our goal is to continue to keep this dialogue going and to
mobilize more varied industry voices, joining our chorus of demands
in Ottawa.
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Creating an
Attractive
Compensation
Package

Offer Benefits, Tipping, and More
by Kevin Woolliams

The human resources concept of total compensation is that all
compensation—not just wages—should be included in the calculation
of what employees make. Following this concept, total compensation
includes wages, benefits, retirement plans, vacation and paid leave
days, and work-life benefits (aka perks). The entire employment
package should be designed to attract, retain, reward, and motivate
your employees’ commitment and performance. The concept applies
across any industry, but in hospitality, you also have to factor in how
tips contribute to your compensation package.
In the current economic conditions, most managers and owners are
acutely aware of wages. Minimum wages are a topic across Canada
with significant changes both up (BC) and down (Alberta) in recent years.
High demand positions continue to garner premium rates reflecting the
difficulty of recruiting and retaining skilled employees.
Having additional compensation elements for your employees can set
you apart in a very crowded labour market. You will note that many of
the other compensation elements have a theme of caring for employees.

Paid Time Off
There are elements of wages that show up on a pay stub that are about
caring. For example, changing your policy to allow for paid bereavement
days is not complicated or expensive but is very appreciated when
employees suffer the loss of a loved one. Other examples of paid time
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off could be enhanced vacation allowances or having an extra statutory
holiday on your business calendar. Think about what would be most
impactful for your employees before you implement a change, as once
you have made the change, it is hard to go backwards.

Incentives & Bonuses
Another category of wage-like compensation is related to performance.
Bonuses and commissions are often included in this area, but so are
items like the payment of a staff referral or retention bonus. Challenge
yourself to be creative in this area. What are the things that drive your
business and how can you connect your employees to those items?

Health & Dental Benefits
Traditional benefits like life insurance and dental and paramedical
coverage can be an attraction for some employees. Cost can be an
issue, but having a modest plan that appeals to a range of employees
does not have to be overly expensive. If considering this option, ask your
employees what coverage is important to them. Not all employees really
want or need benefits due to spousal or school coverage, so limited
benefits may be a preferred option for the majority of employees. If you
have health care benefits, do not be shy about them—let your employees
know that you are spending money on their behalf and that you care
about their health and wellbeing.

Retirement Plans
Retirement plans can run the gamut from modest to gold-plated. In
general, hospitality employers have been cautious about retirement
plans, so this may be an opportunity to separate your business from the
pack. Most retirement plans have a specific cost to the employer—say
$0.50 per hour—so explaining how much you are paying on behalf of
your employees is clear and obvious. Make sure that your employees
know how much and why you are contributing; there is nothing wrong
with an employer stating that you care about your employees today
and into the future. Without sharing information about costs and “why”
with your employees, your costs associated with a retirement plan will
not be fully leveraged.

Having additional compensation
elements for your employees
can set you apart in a very
crowded labour market.
Perks
Perks can be divided into two broad categories, the first being more
formal things like gym memberships, assistance with courses (either
inside or outside the industry), shoe or knife allowances in the kitchen,
and more. Less formal examples include industry tastings, swag from
suppliers, and even flexible scheduling.

Tip Sharing
Tipping and gratuities as part of total compensation is almost exclusively
associated with hospitality. Even if tips do not show up on a pay stub,
they still form part of your employee’s compensation. Therefore, you
should give the same consideration to your tip structure as you give to
wages, benefits, or paid time off.
Consider some of the following when you analyze your approach to
tipping:
• Does your business have a tip pool?
If no, why not?
• When was the last time your tip pool was reviewed by management
or employees?
• What has changed in your business or the marketplace since the
approach to tipping was reviewed?
In short, if you know what your competitors are paying in basic wages,
but you do not know their approach to tipping, you are probably missing
some crucial competitor data.
Reviewing (and potentially changing) your operation’s approach to
tips should be done with care. There are legislative requirements you
need to follow (some of which have changed in the past year), but just
as importantly, your employees will definitely be paying attention.
Taking the time to do research on what is happening in the marketplace
as well as getting feedback on possible changes from your employees
is crucial in considering any change. Similar to other non-wage benefits,
you must be prepared to explain to your employees why you want to
make changes and ideally—much like other non-wage benefits—do it
in a positive way that shows you care about your employees.
As your business continues to grow, we always recommend that you

keep a watchful eye on your total compensation package—both what
it includes and how much it costs. As compensation is almost always
the highest controllable cost in hospitality, you have ample financial
motivation to understand it and expect the best return on your spend.
That spend can be turned into a competitive advantage if you have the
right elements in place to attract, retain, reward, and motivate the best
employees.
Kevin Woolliams is the Managing Director of HR West Consulting Ltd
(hrwest.ca). HR West provides human resource services across Western
Canada with a strong emphasis on the hospitality industry.
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by Marina Lecian

The BC Hotel Association welcomes these new members and associate
members:
Ada International Hotel Cosmetics, Kelowna
Adriatic Motel, Osoyoos
Beach Grove Motel, Delta
Best Service Pro, Coquitlam
Ceridian, Calgary
Cloverdale Paint, Surrey
Coinamatic Commercial Laundry Inc., Mississauga
Days Inn Vancouver Metro, Vancouver
Meridian Valet, Vancouver
Pemberton Hotel, Pemberton
Procter and Gamble, North York
Riverside Motel, Penticton
Sorrento Inn, Sorrento
Super 8 - Kelowna, Kelowna
Super 8 - Lake Country, Lake Country
Super 8 by Wyndham Kamloops East, Kamloops

Condé Nast Traveler announced the winners of its annual Readers’ Choice
Awards, in which all five Fairmont properties in the Pacific Northwest region
were voted to the Top 10 Hotels in Canada and Top 10 Hotels in Vancouver,
Canada lists. The Condé Nast Traveler Readers’ Choice Awards are the
longest-running and most prestigious recognition of excellence in the
travel industry and are commonly known as “the best of the best of travel.”
The Fairmont Empress has been named as one of the Top 10 Hotels
in Canada boasting a picturesque location overlooking Victoria’s sparkling
inner harbour.
On the Top 10 Hotels in Canada/Vancouver list, The Fairmont Pacific
Rim earned an overall second place for its five-star luxury urban resort
amenities and award-winning restaurant and cocktails. The Fairmont
Vancouver Airport (#5) was awarded for its soundproof birds-eye view
of the runway from the luxury of the newly renovated Fairmont Gold floor,
while The Fairmont Waterfront (#6) was recognized for its prime location
and relaxed West Coast luxury. The Fairmont Hotel Vancouver (#9) is
celebrating its 80th anniversary this year and a completion of a $75M
hotel renovation, including the re-design of their Fairmont Gold floor and
collection of heritage suites.
See website for the complete list of winners https://www.cntraveler.
com/the-bests/readers-choice-awards

New General Managers

Anniversaries

New BCHA Members

Gary Collinge, Pan Pacific Vancouver
Paul Cannings, The Westin Bayshore, Vancouver
Taylor MacDonald, Sooke Harbour Resort & Marina, and SookePoint
Ocean Cottage Resort

Congratulations
Congratulations to Jeff Savage of Botanist Bar at The Fairmont Pacific
Rim in Vancouver for his second place finish at the Diageo World Class
Bartender of the Year Finals. Diageo World Class Bartender of the Year
is the biggest cocktail competition on the planet that sees thousands of
bartenders from across six continents compete for a place in the finals.

The Fairmont Hotel Vancouver celebrates its 80th anniversary this
year. King George VI and Queen Elizabeth did the historical honours of
officially opening the hotel on May 29, 1939.

Events
Save the date, the BC Hospitality Summit which features keynote
sessions by world class speakers, hospitality-specific marketplace
vendors, industry educational seminars, networking opportunities, the BC
Hospitality Industry Awards Gala, and more will be held April 6-7, 2020 in
Kelowna at Delta Hotels by Marriott Grand Okanagan Resort. Early bird
registration and program announcements will be available soon.
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Have a property that is tough to get a mattress to? ComfortFlex Bedin-a-Box is an all-new product that can be transported to just about
anywhere. It is comfortable, supportive, and is backed by guarantee.
www.springair.ca/comfortflex/
The new Hardy Light lounge chair is the perfect guest room task chair
at an economical price. It comes with a swivel and height adjustable
mechanism, a four leg aluminum base on glides or casters, and is available
in a wide selection of fabrics. www.rhbenterprisesinc.ca/products/hardy/

A new Tourism Management Diploma gives students real-world knowledge,
skills, and opportunities in the tourism sector. www.okanagan.bc.ca
Eden Textile has a new terry line perfect for mid-to upper-scale
properties. Patricia Towels are a luxurious 100% combed cotton towel
providing excellent absorbency and softness. These towels are soft and
plush even after repeated washings. Call 800-661-7239 for a sample.
www.edentextile.com

Premier Natural is Araam’s newly launched top-of-the-range hospitality
mattress. It is upholstered with naturally soft and breathable layers of wool,
cotton, and bamboo. It is covered with finest Belgian damask to provide
a soft, fresh, hygienic sleeping surface and its sustainable fibres help to
effectively regulate body temperature. www.araaminc.com

The new hospitality casting solution from Shaw Business allows travellers
to now take full control over their in-room entertainment. Using Google
Chromecast technology, hotel guests can take TV shows and movies
from the most popular content apps like Netflix, Amazon Prime, and
Crave and stream them from their mobile device right to their hotel room
TV. www.business.shaw.ca/

Okanagan College is offering new Tourism and Leadership courses. It
has launched short workshops in advanced leadership topics to influence,
motivate, inspire, and lead your team to its full potential. Courses include
Emotional and Social Intelligence, Negotiating in the Workplace, and more.

FF&E Lease & Financing Programs, New Build, Franchise
Conversions or Renovations, plus New Lease Back Program. Ask
how you can get money spent last month, last quarter, or last year, back
into this year’s budget. www.hotelsupplycanada.com
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